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Budgeting for higher education and the developing approaches
"legislative oversight" araparticularly timely issues facing state
legislatures today. Financing and budgeting for higher.education
ere in a.periodcof change involving uncertain long-range enrollment
patterns, increased cbmpetition for state. priorities and dollars,
and unaccustomed state fiscal problems linked to an economic slow-
dew, Many of the same factors which make.state budgeting more
difficult, and not just for higher education, seem. to be encouraging
state legislatures to develop processes for reviewing theeffeetive-

-ness and -efficiency of state programs,,i.e., legislative Oversight
-procedures. 1

RE

These two issues were the focus of a Januar 1976 seminar for legis-
lators planned by the Southern Regional Edd_ation Board's Legislative
Advisory Council. in addition to Its membership, the Council invited
legislators who-serve in-leadership positions on educatidn and finance
committees in the 14 Southern states. Perspectives on higher education
budgeting problems were supplied by a university president, a state
higher edication board director,.an executive department budget admin
istrator' and a higher education research center director.

Speaking from a university's perspective was Jack K. Williams, president
of Texas A fx M UniVersity. Jates M. Furman, executive director of the
Illinois Board of Higher'Edutation,-proyIded a state higher edutation

_ agency viewpoint and Wayne F. lkGown, With experience as Wisconsin's
:director of the budgetigave an executive department's perspective.
Lyman A. Glenny, director of the Center for Research and Development
in Higher Education at the University of California at Berkeley, was
not able to attend the seminar but furnished a paper on national
attitudes and! trends with information from a survey of 2,500 college
and university presidents.

The speakers agreed that:important changes in higher education are
occurring but some questioned whether higher education was responding
to, and adequately preparing for, these changes.. Mt. Furman added
that legislators are also sometimes hesitant to accept changes in the
higher education system, particularly when these changes place. them
"in a crossfire" between the need to,protect their own district's
interests and the overall need to achieve reasonable economies in
a state system of higher education.

All speakers agreed to the existence of a budget crunch or crisis
that was not necessarily a temporary situation. Different approach-
es to working through the tight budget periodwere'advocated.
President Williams suggested that the state government must set
the guidelines for financial retrenchment, when necessary, and S
let the institutions make recommendatiOnaand decisions on where
costs are to be cut. He also supported formula budgeting tech
niques, not necessarily as a means of saving meney,'-bnt ,as
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. a system of guideposts nd for use in the comparative analysis of

cost.. Mir. Furman described a declining role for fOrmlida budgeting

approaches, while Mr. McCown outlined a budget contract system, a

4complement to sero-base budgeting .being instituted in Wisconsin.

As higher education and all other aspects of state government are
subject to the budgeting process, so are they becoming increasingly

subject to legislatiVa oversight procedures. The oversight process

to evaluate the effectiVeness of programs funded by thee' legislature

was outlined by Marshall S. Harris, a member of the Florida Board

of Regents and a former member of the Florida House; of Representatives.

Mr. Harris described his ideas for orgepizing a legislature to conduct

oversight studies and determine legislative policy. He challenged

legislators to use the committee structure to develop statements
of legislative policy which would give direction to state adminis-

trative agencies and warned against succumbing to the less demanding
procedure of dealing with issues on a piecemeal" basis.

The Legislatiee Advisory Cowell a seminar represents initial

attempt of SREB's State Services Office, staffed by k Musick,

to bring together a relatively small group of legislators to examine

specific issues, with the majority of the program devoted to open

discussion of the problem. ,Such progx:ams, along'with_SREB's annual

Legislative Work Gonference, should provide a forum for legislators

and educators to discuss higher education issues. The forms] seminar

presentations 'which follow, while they do not reflect the extensive

discusaionawhich,they sparked, indicate the principal points

were examined.

_

February 1976 Winfred L. Godwin
PresIdent



Bt TING:' A UNIVERSITY TERSPECTIVi
Jack K. Williams President
Texas'A b M University

11;.,higher education is As your first speaker on the subject of
budgeting in higher, education, I will

being fitted with a agree quickly to the Importance of this
seminar. In higher 'education we are in

financial straitjacket, a financial crisis--it makes no differ-
ence which 'tate, you are from--4_crisis

and the question...is aided in its severity, no doubt,by
management deficiencies, but aided as

how ',trait must the well by a c=learly stated u gnesa
dh the part of our money-gr agen-

jacket be?" Ci08 (legislative and otherwise) to
'continue to meet our yearly expectations
for a higher unit rate of snpport.

In brief, in higher education we have been placed on an economic diet,
as-it were - -the purpose being not so Much to make us lose weight as to
demand that we keepNthe Oundage about where it is.. To change meta-
phors, higher education is being fitted with a financial straitjacket,
andthe question in many of our minds is how strait must the jacket be

Nothing I have said is intended to imply agreement with those who would
fit higher education in an economic straitjacket. Certainly I do not
pass lightly over the obVious truth that one of three private colleges
and universities' is in deep financial trouble and ended 1974 in the red.

one in seven public colleges anCuniversities in this country failed
last year to operate within established'budget limits. I take no Com-
fort in the fact that as tate collegep and universities are subjected
to cutbacks in appropriations (or to budget increases which are below
annual rises in the cost of doing business) theeescheole are meeting
their money deficiencies in part by raising tuition and required fees.

'Not only are in-state fees and tuitions moving upward this year,hy 8 to
10 percept, but honresident_Ceutof-statel tuitions and fees have shot
twit level,where public eddcatien in the South and Southwest will soon
be` denied any semblance of cesmepolitaniem in its student body mi*.
Low tuition and !:des ate hallmarks of gut public university system
throughout this country, and deviation from the low student coat cen-
cept marks. a change oeconsiderable import in our historic roles.

But I will not take more of your time to recount'detaile of financial
problems which are obv,iously familiar to you.

I have been asked to make brief comments on four topics. First, how
is the institutional budget prepared? Second, what should the legis-
lator know about an educational budget? Third, what Should be done
in case of a no-growth or a retrenchment situation? And fourth, is
there value to a formula system for rending higher education?



the matte of preparing a. budget,,no magic is involved Budgets
together by-department heads, deans and directors; analysed

4by aPPropriate vice presidents; reviewed andcommiserate
arsity and college presidents; approved by governingtoar
ght to the legislative grou0 for, study and action.

budgets may or may mot be pripared with sopliis-

a budget ii .one which carries forwerd,

programs with a neral.cost-of-living percentami increese
added 0 everything in all categories, and a loosely-arrived-at figure
for expected growth.

A ppoliienoted budget treats each program as it it were operating.

.from the start or a zero base; 'this is called zbro-hased budgetfhg.
Such a budget will analyze the need to continue the program at any
level. A budget with sophistication-will-offer:a cost accounting 0
the.programa, present an effectiveness study of.ti\a Programs and make

taus effort to trim fat from the programs.

What ieRialatore Should Plow aboUt HOgets
A

What should a legialatoi know about a university oreeliege budget?
That is impossible to answer for all legislators; but fhave discovired,
working with Texas legislators, that they know far more-about blidgets

than most of the people appearing before' them seem torthink.they know.
Perhaps one should rephrase the question. I think we might ask what
collige presidents or college board members should know about legis-

,

lators when it cosies to preparing budgilts. N.

I believe legislators muat understand the role and scope of an insti-

tution before they evaluate its budget:. If an institution .is expected

to staff for and equip for a subatantiarresaarch program, then its per
student cost may be $5500 per student--compared to $3500 if the Ph.D.
is offered without substantial researchcompared to $2500 if thePh.D.
is not offered- -and compared to $2000 if only the first two yeara(are

offered. Those are last year's figures from one body of national l data:
In presenting these data, .I hope I make the point not only that the

costs are higher for the complex institution, but diet any state facing

economic reality abut higher educatif must decide which of its univer-
sities are to be complex and-which ar not; and, having made the judgment,

must.enforce it with courage and cony ction.

Legislators should understand how money.is spent in higher education.

By that I mean that each dollar appropriated to highet education
for its educational programs, about 55 cents should go toiinstruction
and research; about 5 cents to the library; about 15.vents to admin.....
istration and general purposes; about lg cents to student services;,
and about 15:ceats to.plant operation and maintenance. These are
operating expenditures, of course, and have nothing-to do with capital.



outlay. Any institution presenting a-budget which departs in a
material, way from these operational percenJiges may be right in dding
so, but should be prepared to explain why in my Opinion.

Legislators need to understind that of each dollar of education expen-
ditufes, about 50 cents goe fur salaries and wages. Education is
offered to people la people. t follows,'obviouslY; that if s betantial
money is to be saved, it sit saved through reinctiohs of personnel.
oeincreases in work load, or both. Perhaps notling,in higher education
is as little understood as is,the teaching load and teacher -s dent
ratio. . The Proceedings of SREB's 1975 Legislative -Work Conference
includes an article on teacher load witty by a fatuity member--in
defense of the thesis that most teachers Work long hours'eaCh week..
When I began full-time teaching on a college level after World,WAr II
in 1946, the teaching load in universities was normally fifteen aemes e
credit hours. It dropped shortly thereafter to twelve, It has stead-
ily declined over the years to nine and to six, --Where.onateadher was
required in 1946, two or three are required now.

The gospel of the low teaching load has caught on; And in the public
mind has been tied-directly to quality. People believe that the lower
the teaching load, the higher the quality of the education work of the
institution. Nd valid data exist to prove this claim of quality, but
it persises like dandruff and the seven-year itch., In coot of new
.profess6rs, in cost of office space, laboratories, secretartea and
general teacher support, the teaching load fiction has.pushed wince-2
ticnal budgets up "Disaster Mountain" faster than many will believe
or adrbit.

This des not have to be so. I will give you a personal observation.
.In'the past five years at Texas A 64M, during a period when our univer-
sity has experienced a 78 percent increase in enrollment, ou faculty
size has increased'only 26 percent. The economic benefits hich
accrued are calculable,-obviously, but detractors bay say that we have
suffered a decline in our educational quality as a result. I defy any-
one to validate such a charge. By any testing system I know about,
the academic standing of Texas A & M's students has steadily improved.
But I do not offer this as a "show and tell" exercise. I make the
point simply that any legislature faced with financial crisis anduld
seek a professional review of budgets on the basis of productivity and
personnel work loads.

I

Plans_for No-Growth or_RetrenthMent

Now to the third query - -what can be dotie in case of financial no-
growth or retrenchment. If a legislature has charted a course of
financial no-growth or retrenchment for i university and college
system, it should make clear that this p ably also means no increase
in student enrollments--or'lf enrolLment creases are to be allowed,
it must be Made clear that they will-be acCompanied by heavy and imme-
diate increases in, the cost to the student and/or his family.



Legislators and dantral governing boards a e obligated, in my opinion,

to tel .university_ trustees and presidents publicly. what the guidelines

are for financiel retrenchments. Budgets can be reviewed, tightened,
and fat'removedl work loads can be increased in some institutions; travel

costs, ain be ieduce4 equipment can be used a bit longer; !pace demands

can be dealt with ruthlesslybut theseYkri not long-range solutions to

a Banning financial crisis. Each of the/steps taken can easily be taken

too, far. There le a ratio beyond which work loads cannot be raised.

Only'"x" number of working people can be squeezed into "y" feet of

spec,. Administrative and general funds Ile be Cut to a point where

the educational program will indeed suffer. When these limitslare in

sight; the institution's program inventory and its head-count enrollment

must be stabilized. If stabilizing enrollments and program inventory

are not sufficient, then programs must be cut swiy. These are-not easy

solutions, In'it there is no adequate substitute solution for them.

The business of cutting away programs, together with the personnel

employed to maintain and support them, is an action which should have

priority over general, across-the-board cuts. My suggestion is that

the legislative and/or executive authority in the state give public

notice of its intent to curtail programs and enrollment in state univer-

sities; and that the institutions be given as much time as possible to

phase out of existence those programa which cannot be continued. The

university needs this time because once a priigram is begun,.atudents

are enrolled. And once students are enrolled, they deserve opportunity
to complete the program i which they entered. Anything other than that

is indefensible.

Many of the crieata I have just made are in line with a statement I

gave to=an S1EB group two years ago whenj said state legislators

should' design for themselves a central board they can-trust to do the

educational job I am talking about. Legislators need working for them

a strong, tough central board of professionals. The financing of higher

education occupies more and more of your legislative time and subjects

yon''to increasing harassment from all over the state. I would argue,,

as I have done before, for a strong central'board, trusted by the

legislative authority to 'recommend to you procednres and actions
carefully evaluated on a full-time basis.

Importance of Formula Systems

This brings Me to the last point I was asked to discuss- -the importance

of a formula system to the budgeting process. Is there importance to

a fouls system in the higher education budgeting process? I feel

that the adoption of a soundly - conceived formula system for making
appropriations to higher\education is essential. There must be an

agreed-upon untref cost for program activity in higher education,
and this unit of cost should indicate the price of doing business*-

course by-course, curriculum by curriculum, and educational level

by educational level.

4



The Texas formula system hes been in existence for at least 15 years

and has been roViewed and refined and improved each year. Business

officeri of institutions of higher education, Legielative Budget

Board personnel and others serve on the committees which do the rev

and suggest the revision. The annual goal is to improve the reliabi

and validity of the formula ayetem. I hope.the formulas are helpful to

the legislature in Texas, and I think they are. I hope.the formula

system in Texas makes clear to the legislature what is involved finane

cially in moving from a baccalaureate to &master's to * doctor

degree program; what costs are included in professional curricule

that are not included in nonprofessional curricula; and how all cam-

pus workers--police and admistions clerks and grounds maintenance

personnel..-are Affected by different student groups doing different

work routines.

The formula system is not a cure for all evils; it is not designed to

save money as such; and it is by no means perfect, regardless of how

much revision goes into it. But it is valid in setting guideposts

and in providing compargtive analysis of costs by program type and

size. It can and should be invaluable to busy legislators beseigod

by pressures from all sides for their time and knowledge and tax

dollars.

Ladies and gentlemen, my time is up. I hope I have not been totally

pedestrian in my comments to you. Thank you for your kind attention.



_T I2 O VIEWS OF A STATE HIGHER EDUCATIO D 0I
ame M. Furman, Executive Director

Illia Hoard of Higher Education,

hir a :Wit_ es

budget Is what's ft

after all the other _lined

income End fixed expend-

itures are automatically

provided..

that institution or that.

I think what I woul.dika Rio is to

give some background meter about

developments in higher education, which
I'm sure is obvious to all of you hare,
today. The strange thing.to es is that
no matter how obvious these trends eeMti
to be, it's amazing how when we talk:aboit
these things, on e personal level,-
particularly with an institutional pre'
dent, particularly with somebody who is
closely identified with the daily operation
of a college or university--somehow these
tends don't seem to have relevance for

situation. I em reminded Of the sae commenta-
tor years ago who used to begin with, "Thera's bad news tonight." That

certainly'seeme to be the case in terms of whet we see developing, in
higher education. in individual states and around the country.

Tho Declining Sharq of__StatalleVenU* X2X Oueatifalk

One of the thinge,that is happening to states' legislatures, again
very obviously, is that a. declining proportion of state general rev-

enues are going to\higher education each year..,7And that's a pronounc

trend. In fact, in the last two years, two thirds of the stetes1 public

funds: declined in the proportionof revenues going to higher,edudation.
This trend is continuing, and I think Over the long run that trend has
every reason to continue that way in terms of what we,s 0 happening

in higher education.

In the State of Illinois in the last five years we have dropped from

22% of state revenues going to higher education to the point where 17%

is going to higher education. I think in the years ahead it ie very
likely that the trend--at beet--will stabilize, and it will probably

continue downward. As you look at. higher education budgeting and the
legislative responee.to higher education, it seems increasingly to

me that the executive ,..and branehes Are viewing higher

education in the sense that-it's the balancing mechanism for appro-
priation, generally in putting together an overpll budget. In many

ways itiale what's left after all the other fixed income and fixed

expend.tiurea are automatically provided for the state.

Even though we tall about formulae and-..the use of-formula systems, the

truth is that the0'has been a decline in the last years,th the use of
formulas for calculating haw much money shouldbe going to higher

education. Approprieurn by formula is being abandoned in many ways

in states around theLcOuntry. Ithink'this creates even'larger preeedres



for looking t higher educettQn,an the final consideration in'develo0
in the total budget of a state. States have new commitments in dealipg
vith'welfare and other areas which add up to more than is available.
The result is tbat cuts aremade-4proaches have to be considered
for reducing blgets. Higher education pr fair game for that kind of
reduction even more than other areas of state government spending.

The aneiqg Enro U Went P cturgi

one of the problems that I think accentuates theydifficulties we have
in budgeting in higher education is that in all of the states today
we're in the final throes of an enrollment growth, and this is very
misleading to many ofo-our:colleges and universities. In my Estate this

yeah we had a 107. increase in overall enrollmentali 20% in our community
colleges, 6-7% in public-universities, and a 47. tncreage in private
colleges. And I know that generally that kind of trend exists in
state after -state thiu year.

Au a matter of fact, this =year we will have t largest close of high

school graduates in the history of the U.S. -To the extent that these
graduates move on to college and continue to be the largest contribUtor,
to our colleges and universities, we are not going to have a drop in
enrollments thitliyear or next_year. Tut we know further that by 1981
we will begin to have.a-declihe in enrollments. As a matter of fact
this decline should continue until 4990. Then in 1990 we'll have the
same number of studentaln our colleges and universities that we had
in 1975.

. r3

It's-very difficult to floc that message across --and the severity of
the problem confronting us-in'- Bigler educationwhen we continue to
be in the last gasp of fhe- enreilment wincreases during the next fete
years. Our problems today'haVe to, be considered with an eye toward
the approaching realities of the 1980' swhat happensin Ihm -1900's
in terms of classrooms, in fetms of staff that we need for the next
few years as compared to the declines that should occur in the 1900's.
As a matter of feet, in 1931 we will have 357. fewer high school gradu-
ates than we,have today in higher education.

ften reported that we in higher education feel that the new
adult population, increased enrollment of women, minorities and 'per-
sons over 30 years of age,will somehow compensate .for the drop in
high- school graduates and that we will continue enrollment growth
indefinitely into the future an we have in the past. I don't believe
that's going to happen. I think we are increasingly ib a service-
oriented economy, and even chomgh we will add adult enrollments in
numbers beyond what we have in previous years, this will not offset
the demographic projecrins for other major areas of enrollment.



Oa management of various phases of higher education budgeting-in the

past has been management of growth. What we really need, as Kenneth

Boulding of the University of Colorado has said, is a new perspective,

about the Management of decline, or at least the management of stability.

The management of decline or stability is going'to be increasingly

the challenge of the future. By the time we reach-the 21st century

we may well have a stable population in this country. So to repeat,

I think all of us have been too much schooled in the growth syndrome.

It's extremely difficult to turn this thinking around and have a new
perspective on management that ties specifically to higher education.

The r Statewide Coordination

I believe,'as Dr. Williams does, that it is absolutely essential to have

a strong central board'as it relates to the budgeting process in higher

education and I hope fervently that that strong central board has the
support sod the understanding and credibility of state legislators.,
So many times when a statewide board goes on record to eliminate a pro-
gram or suggest the phasing out of a professional program or perhaps

an institution, much to my surprise I've foundas much resistance from

the legislature as from the education constituency, of individual colleges

and universities. Legislators so many times find themselves in a'
crossfire between the need to protect their own district requests and
programs and the overall need to achieve'reasonable economies in the

higher education budget.

I`-only ask that you as legislators consider thoughtfully an appropriate
way to press for the needs of your constituents-which, at the same time,

will not seriously undermine the efforts of a central board to gain cost
effectiveness in program review. The coordinating board has no built-in

lobby and it badly needs the understanding and political support of the

legislature. Even in the area of Ph.D. programs, we find a kind of
reverse twist against agency efforts to avoid duplication of a program
by another program elsewhere inphe state. We at the central board

certainly find ourselves in a very difficult dilemma with legislators
who feel strongly about the need for given programs in spite of evalua-
tions to the contrary. I'll stop with that as part of the background
and elaborate on other points during the discussion period.



BUDGETING-

Wisconsin'
.former Budge

"Clearly the biggest

problem the higher

PERSPECTIVES FROM A STATE EXECUTIVE AGENCY
Wayne F. McCown

Deputy Secretary of Transportation and
Director and Secretary of Administration

,education budget presen

.is its magnitude in

an era when the love

affair between public and

professor has cooled."

Because budgeting.systems do differ among
states, we need a coon starting point
for our evaluation of the process. The
system I have worked with begins with
agency requests to-the executive who is
required to propose a balanced expenditure
and revenue program to the legislature.
The legislature, using the executive's
plan as the take-off point, independently
makes its own determinations and incorpo-
rates them into the appropriation bill,
covering a period of one or two years.
Following legislative passage, the execu-
tive's involvement in the=bill is the usual
constitutional one of signing it, or veto-

ing it, or exercising a partial or line veto. Upon publication, the
executive and the agency to whom the appropriation is made have a joint
responsibility for cdministering the statutory appropriations to carry
out the legislative,intent developed throughout the budget process.

The budget system presumes that the higher education agency will par-
ticipate in the system in the same way as all other state agencies.
All monies used by the higher education agency, regardless of the
source of those monies, are deposited in, and are accountable to,
the state's treasury and are expendable only upon specific appropria-
tion authority. The higher education agency is expected to respond to
all requests for information including complete fiscal data, statements
of goals and objectives, policy papers, tables of organization, payrolls
and short and long range plans. The budget proposals of the higher
education agency are presented -in summaries for the entire system, but
traceable to each campus or cluster, if requested. While the specific
format of the budget request will vary with the budgeting philosophy
of any given state, the preferred emphasis will be on major program
functions such as instruction, physical plant, libraries, public ser-
vice, research, and administration, with less emphasis on how the money
is tobe spent, such as salaries, capital equipment, travel, etc.
Usually, however, the final budget will delineate the specific number
of authorized positions both for faculty and non-faculty positions in
the system.

The Executive Ability_to Deal with Hi her Education Bud eta

As a starting point I'll try to answer some of the questions presented
to us for discussion. The first is: what is the executive's ability
to deal with a higher education budget? The executive's ability to
recommend a budget for higher eduCitien and relate it to the total

9



1

budget plan for the state depends upon higher education s compliance

with the budget system, and with the willingness of the staff in the

higher education agency to be forthright with all of the participants

in the budget game from regent to budget officer, to govern'', to the

legislative fiscal staff, to the individual legislator. (We have come

a long way in my opinion from years ago when I once heard a university

budget official reply to a legislator's question at a budget hearing

by saying that the answer to the question being asked was so compli-

cated that he would not bother replying to it, since the legislator

asking the question wouldn't understand the answer anyway. Those,

days are gone forever--or betterbel)

Clearly the biggest problem the higher education budget presents to

the executive- -and the legislature - -is its magnitude in an era when

the love affair between public and professor has cooled. In every

state the higher education budget is among the biggest, if not the

biggest item in the budget. in some states, my own included, it

accounts for more than 507 of -the general fund allocations for state

operations. Therefore, the problem is a major political one, fleece.
sitating good-faith efforts on the part of higher edueatien leadersh

to manage effectively, to eliminate marginal operations; and to can-

didly identify major educational policies and their relationship to

the dollars being requested.

Higher Education Policy Decisions

I personally don't believe either the executive or the legislature

particularly interested in authoring educational policy./ Rather, I

think tley want evidence of the willingness of educators to openly

discuss policy, to present alternatives and.consequences honestly and

fairly, and to implement faithfully the policies which are ultimately

endorsed in the budget-making-process.

To do that in Wisconsin, we use a system of policy or issue papers

prepared by the central staff of the higher education agency and approved 1

by its regents prior to forwarding to the budget agency. The usual

format includes a statement of the issue, alternative ways of dealing

with it, results and costs which can be expected and, finally, a

recommendation from the agency for the alternative most preferred by

it. These basic documents are used both by the executive in formulating

recommendations and by the legislature in developing its position.

Ultimately they are used with the press in describing for the public,

the overall policy and program decisions contained in the final bud-

get act.

While we find the issue paper the most meaningful device in budget

communication, we recognize and have used other techniques, such as

budget formulas.



Formulas in Higher_ Education_Aindgeting

Formulas in budgeting are .supposed to provide mathematical computa-
tions useful for making comparisons and useful for achieVing equity
in the allocation of resources among programs competing for'llmited
resources. In higher education the major budgeting'effort is to
provide appropriate staff and facilities for the students enrolled;
therefore, formulas are developed to aid that effort. They usually

count the number of credit hours taught, what is taught, class.level,
'size of campus, past direct costs measured by common accounting defini-
tions and some allocation for a variety of indirect costs. These are

fed into the computer and out comes the size of the instruction appro-
priation for the forthcoming year. Or so the theory goes!

I am going to have to differ with one of my fellow panelists because
`,my experience with formulaC at least at the state budgeting ,level
is the old probled of applei and oranges. Formases measuring costa-
' er-student, while valuable for that purpose within higher education
nstitutions, do not easily relate to costs-per-mile of highway con-
ruction or cost-per-dependent-child on welfare. Coasequentl*

p ogram and political choices independent of the formulas still
bye to be made. Furthermore, once you add up the "right "'

for each formula calculation in all programs, the total-will inevita.
bly exceed available resources. That happened this year in Wisconsin
with the result that the legislature simply declared "inoperative"
`the:previously enacted statutory allocation formulas and went instead
to policy issues and department program issues involved in the various
agencies. The formula system is useful--probably mandatory--for
internal allocation of funds within a system; I do not find it partit-,
ularly useful in the budget determination process.

11114getContractsin Hi her Education

More recently we have explored, in Wisconsin, the "budget-contract"
concept. Budget- contracting is a complement to zero-based budgeting
which re-analyze& all program.facetsof all state agencies every bud-
get period. (Zero-based budgeting, incidentally had its beginnings
here in the Southeast.) Once the zero base is identified, the new
budget is built, a program at a time, including new programs'and
those which are authorized for continuation. In budget - contracting

the legislature formally contracts with the agency for every program
segment in the budget--that is, the legislature agrees to-provide
"x" number,of dollars to finance "y" level of program achievement
in the agency'=s undertakings. The contract documentation provides
-pecific evidence of the program performance expected and becomes
t_-&-basis upon which the post auditor can measure program complian

Wisconsin's budget law next authorizes the contract system; beginning
next year we will start writing specific_eontractsBut initially
limit them to new programs or major expansions of existing programs.

11
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If the system works, it is feasible that in the'feture all of our

appropriations will be based-oe a seriesofjormal written contracts

between the legislature and) the agencies. ,

Higher Education Budiels;eine,in I

Some of these kinds of demands uade upon the, higher education eyStem

were not even conceived of teten or fifen years ago when I\atarted is

the budget business in Wiseonsin In those days,, in,many,seatea, the

'higher education agency or the higher education system was Pretty-

much out of sight from the budgetary ptocesees imposed on other pro-

grams and agencies.

That has changed dramatically in ten or fifteen years in my state and

I suspect it has in most states. Today, unless there are very specific

constitutional or traditional restraints, the higher education agency

participates in the total budget process like any ()the; state agency.

Clearly the pendulum has swung. However would w8rn you: don't \

let the pendulum swing so far that there is an excessive involVemene

on the part of the executive and the 'legislatures in the process which

ultimately precludes or erodes the proper roleOfhigher education'

administration and Useagement officials.

We need a mutual system' that says, on the one hand, higher education will\

participate epenly in the budget decision-making.and,tin:the other hand, '\

says that we in the executive, and legislature will assure-the proper

kind of role for higher education management. Specifically I would

suggest the followings

1. The creation of a higher education structure which

permits effective planning, coordination, and man-

agement. (This could be a state-wide system, major

campus cluster, coordinating board, etc. I don't

think there's any right answer for a given state.
Wisconsin recently moved from a coordinating council

concept to a single system. I think in Wisconsin

that is working and the coordinating council has

worked well in other states.) There needs to be

a statutory appropriations structure compatible to

that system, so that there can be flexibility for

internal allocation of funds within the system.

2. The willingness for policy change in the higher educa-

tion system to be evolutionary in a long-range context,

providing a manageable pace for shifting priorities.

However, the ultimate goals should be identified from

the beginning, and the higher. education beard should

be held responsible for achieving them.

3. Agreement that resource allocation within the system

should be the prerogative and responsibility of the

higher education board and management.

12



Insistence on an overall plan for achieving productivity
within the system including identifiable timetables,
procedures and standards. I prefer this approach to
one of direct audits by the executive or legislature
of individual degree programs or research projects.

Delegation for internal organization of the system
to reside with the agency. However, the legislature
should have clear-cut authority to establish or dis-
continue institutions and major schools or colleges
within institutions. Below that level we should let
the higher education agency organize so as to carry
out its program as best it can.

Overall monitoring and evaluation of factors related
to student access including size limitations, polici
of out-of-state versus resident enrollment, questions
of freedom of choice, general fee schedules, and
financial incentives. Any executive or legislativ
challenges to these factors should be at the broad,
policy level, not aimed at narrow specifics. /'

High-level support and rewards in the budget for
cost-cutting achievements resulting from management
or faculty innovation including incentives for
inter-campus or inter-system cooperation.

Clear directives mandating the complete and olpen

involvement of all facets of the higher education
agency in,the total budgeting process including
encouragement for open input into the proces from
faculty and students in addition to system adminis-
trators.

Determination of the respective turfs of the state's
higher kaucation system with specific responsibilities
assigned to the university, technical colleges, community
colleges and public service programs, and with corre-
sponding demand for inter - system' cooperation, wherever
feasible.

Establishment or retention' of governor- appointed bi-=
partisan governing boards but with Senate or legislative
confirmation a crucial balancing power. As much as
budgeting demands full participation by the higher
education agency, there is-a corollary need to have
higher education isolated from day to day politics.

13



Collective Be: a _n Im act- on Bud -etin

Finally, I will end by discussing one more subject that wOn t be

popular. I urge immediate attention.to the probability of formalized

faculty collective bargaining, remote/as that may.seem in ur state

today. Much of igte budgeting decision-making of today will pass to

the bargaining table when formal.col.ective bargaining begins.

(Notice I didn't say if.' For exampA, I predict collective bargain-

ing will occur in Wisconsin within, a year. To me that's significant,

what with Wisconsin's long-standing reputation for faculty governance

and overall academic excellence.)

It is imperative that We plan now for collective bargaining and that

our planning'provide for structures which interrelate the bargeini-

and budgeting processes bothwithin:and outside of the higher education

agency. The'process clearly must either4nVelye.the executive and

legislature in direct bargaining or ratifying roles, or must:provide

the agen0y with sufficient budgetary flexibility to permit institutional

implementation of negotiated agrpements. Without careful policY,eval-

uation and planning for collective bargaihing today, and the realization,

that bargaining and budgeting are very much interNelated and need to

be, I think much of what this panel has dealt with. today will become

moot tomorrow.
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.STATE CONTROL AND PROGRAMS FOR ''HIGHER EDUCATION
Lyman A. Glenny, Director

Oenter for Research. and Development in Higher Education
-Unlversity.of CaliforAa, Berkeley
t

"The future is not bleak

for institutions and

staffs that recognize

the trends and take

appropriate actions...

Analyses, plans and

action must be bywords

State gover ent remains the chief source
of\funding or . higher education, and nothing
on the horizon"would appear to change that
observation Aor the future. The public
senior institutionarely most heavily on
the state for funds, the community colleges
do so to a lesser\bUt increasing extent,
and the private institutions, currently
subsidized by the stte throUgh tax exemp-
tions and student tuition grants, seek
more state largesse in the future. Con-

currently, the state is confronted with
serious policy issues relating to support
of research, public services, and adults,

if success is to be to falling enrollments in some public
institutions, to the probable closure of

assured." some private liberal arts colleges and
perhaps some public ones, to the continuing
oversupply of doctoral graduates, to cOm-

petition with the Collegiate,.sector of new forms and new institutions
offering postsecondary education, and to a host of issues relating to
finance in a period of high inflation and severe recession.

The wellbeing of many institutions and-the very survival of some
relies on the mutual accommodation of the particular college or univev?-
sity with the state government.

With rare exceptions, institutional definitions o function and programs
for the future will be reviewed, second-guessed, nd modified by.one
or more agencies -of the state in which it-is locat The social and
political environment for resolving institution /s to issues is very
complex and very different from that during the great expansion period
of ten years ago.

Many institutional officers appear to be unaware of the vast changes
taking place in structure and power relationships among agencies deal-
ing with higher educational matters, or with the competitive challenges
of new institutions and new modes of instruction, or with the,form and
content that institutional plans must have in order to adjust in a
positiVe and aggressive way to the emerging new world of postsecondary
education.

Perhaps the least understood part of thisinew world are the fundamental
shifts in power relationships among state agencies as they deal with
budgeting, planning, and coordination of higher institutions. The
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social context .for establishing new institutions or new roles for
existing instigations in the 1960's was one of almost unbridled

expanaion and optimism. Enrollment-go funds, and buildings al], grew

massively; and each'Senioeinstitutibn, new Oreid, aeemeateaspire
-toward status as a graduate research institution Yjunior_colleges_
proliferated'to become community caleges'and, in acme cases,- .sou-

and succeeded in becoming senior colleges.

State g_ _rnments responded to the growing complexity and problems.
of expasion by creating a variety of coordinating and planning boards--
or coup ids. These new agencies and institutions operated in.eyolit7.
Aral context of relative simplicity. Mbst:governoret budget offices

had amal Staffs and rarely a:specialiSt for higher education. in

state leg alatures, a polifical assistant might sometimes be found,
but profes tonal Staffs were virtually nonixittentt Under these
conditions!, coordinating boards entered a near vacuum With'their fresh
staffs' of professional- specialists in planning, budgeting, and program

development. Theseagencies were in an ideal position to create a
favorable record of accomplishment, with both the governor andlegis-
lature relying increaaingly"on the coordinating boarO'for planning
and initiating'policyt and their plans--almoect withodt exception-7
anticipated unendingfincreasts in the number of young people and the
proportion of high school graduates rho would attend college.

Today institutions and coordinatinggenaiaa fape a very different
political,and operational environment (Glenny at al., 19/1). By 1970

the staffs of many governors' budget offices were expanded to include
professional specialists for higher education .''These-analysts reviewed

-- -fthe budget And programming work of both the institiltiop and thestate-

'.1de,boards. The executive budget became the instrument which largely
deiermined the allocation of funds amongsiategerViceCand among public
institutions of higher education. As funding Conitrictions and unex-
pected enrollment drops occurred, many coordinating staffs moved toward
closer association with theAncreasingly powerful governor and away
from the legislature and the institutions'.

Concurrently, many legislatures-began to combat actively the continuing
accretion of gubernatorial poWer. They too, hired professional staff
for research units and for the appropriations and finance consuittees.
In-the past four years the growth of these legislative staffs has been
very great. Specialized staffs equal to that of the governor are not

uncommon. Economists, political scientists, accountants, and managers .

now aid legislators in dealing with the operating agencies of government.
MoreoVer, more'legislatures than governors have established new program
review - and - performance audit agencies or added that function to an ex-'

isting office.

It isnot uncommon for a public college or university budget request
to be reviewed seriatim by the state coordinating board, the executive
budget office, and from one to four different legislative committee
staffs. After appropriation, expenditures may be preaudited and
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after expenditure both fiscal and program audits may ensue. Colleges

and universities increasingly exhaust their planning and management
resources in responding to the plethora of executive and legislative
staff requests_." Little time remains for educational program planning
or operational developments which legislators and govrabrs want des-
perately and which, if institutions are to survive in the next 20 years
must be done.

The environmental context is further complicated for institutions by
federally-initiated programs for buildings, continuing education,
instructional equipment,-and student aid, along with the'accompanying
regulations. for dealing with affirmative action for women and minorities.
Rather than assign administration of these,programs to eziating coordi-
nating or statewide governing boards, new agencies were often created
by the states.

Further, federal funding patterns emerging during the past five years
award less money directly tp institutions and more to students through
grants and work-study-programs. The federal policy of aiding students
through the institution has led the government into an extremely com-
plicated set of administrative arrangements with the colleges and
universities as it attempts to achieve federal objectives rathfr than
the more parochial objectives of the institutions. Also, it is not
clear-whether state and institutlon budget planners have considered
the operatibnal consequences of federal student-aid programs, much
less recognized them as integral to effective financing.

These new complexities of the politicarand organizational environment
for institutions require different data and information bases as well
as new perspectives on the decision-making process. But probably more
important for societal welfare and institutional survival is the reso-
lution of the confr ntation between the new forms, modes, and types of
agencies for offerin- postsecondary education on the one hand; and the
higher institutions b- h new and Old facing drastically changing enroll-

.

ments on -,the other.

Given the greatly chang d climate of opinion and attitude toward
higher education and the structural and political context within which
it seeks support, what ar, institutions and coordinating agencies doing
or intending to do for institutional welfare? At the state level,
studies show relatively little long-range planning taking place. Coor-
dinating agencies and statewidetboards do respond to immediate policy

r)

issues on the establishment a: location ef. institutionally proposed
medical and veterinary schools(an on pUggestions for new
doctoral and professional prftrams. But with few exceptions among the
states, planners are not engageenconceiving new initiatives in pro-
gramming,,4n setting system goals, in reviewing or redefining institu-
tional missions, or in establishing other parameters for the development
of individual campuses within a system of public and private institutions.
Certainly, few pay much attention,to other postsecondary forms or agencies,
much less take them specifically into account in their planning.
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We also find legislatord and governors much concerned over the lack:

of direction or focus in highet education. I do not suggest utter

chaos at the state level,-but actions which have been taken fall far
short of political expectations and,.given the-conditions and trends
already known, short of requirements to meet the new realitiei. If

state-level higher education agencies appear incapable of grasping
the significance of the changes for higher education in the postsecondary
world, how do institutional leaders deal with the issues and the intensely
competitive relationships arising from this context? The answer is very

much like that of the state-level people.

pindins From Surve of Coll and'Universi esidents

In a survey of 2500 college and university presidents conducted by the
Center for the Carnegie Council for Policy Studies in Higher Education
(1975) on-how institutions were responding and planning to respond to
leveling enrollments and funding patterns, we found some interesting,
some unexpected, and some incongruous responses.

Sixty-three percent of the presidents had headcount enrollment increases
of 10 percent or more in the past five years, and 46 percent -erect to
have that much of an\increase in the next five yeArs. However, where-

as 161/2 percent had decreases of 10 percent or more in enrollment in the

last five years, only 41/2 percent expect that much decrease inthe next
five years.

The study also shows shifts in'expenditure in real dollars per FTE
student. Only 6 percent of the presidents indicate a decrease of 10
percent or more in real dollars per FTE student in.the past five years,
and only 4 percent estimate that much reduction in the future. The

Center study on state general revenue shows a quite different picture.

Presidents expect relatively little change in funding patterns to 1980
compared to the recent past. Although fewer than in the pagt, 70 per-
cent of all presidents still expect increases from state government.
They are much less optimistic about the federal government. On the
other hand, they are optimistic about private donations as opposed to
government sources.

As an aid in aeoeesing trends for the types of students who would be
recruited, we asked the presidents to indicate the extensiveness of
their efforts to recruit among nine classes of students. As one might
expect, the largest single percentage figure in either time period is

toward recruitment of traditional students. But whereas only 5 percent
more will recruit extensively for these, 28 percent more will do do for
adults over 22, 26 percent more for evening students, 22 percent more
for off-campus students, 20 percent more for early admittees from high
school, 19 percent more for transfer students, and 17 percent more for
previous dropouts. Clearly, the emphasis is an the adult student and
those attending at different times and in different, lacea than the
traditional on-campus student.



Further, we asked the presidents for increases and decreases they
expected in enrollment in the various academic areas. In foreign

languages, engineering, and education in the period 1968 to 1974
more presidents report decreases than increases. In 1980, however,

Jar fewer presidents expect increases in the fine arts, social and
bielogical sciences, or education than in the last five years. Only

in engineering, business, and vocational areas are more increases
expected than in the past., On the other hand, far fewer presidents
expect the decreases in enrollment that characterized the past in

almost all of these areas. They are much more optimistic about
engineering, foreign languages, the physical sciences, and mathe-
mattes. The figure showing the largest increase in both time periods--
"vocational technical" by over 80 percent of "the presidents.

The presidents' questionnaire also asked about the eliminaticn.or
consolidation of courses and programs for purposes of reallocation

of resources. FeW presidents have extensively engaged in this activ-

ity and few expect to in the future. However, by 1980 it appears that

the majority of presidents will reduce certain undergraduate and

graduate courses and programs, and that the.percentage who will do
"very little" drops to roughly half of that reported for 1968 to 1974.
So presidents do see a need for more efficiency in the curriculum in
the future.'

.tr

All our data show that higher education was truly expansionist _-_ the

retent past and, while the percentage of presidents reporting further
increases by 1980 is somewhat lesson most items, a definite sense of
optimism pervades their attitudes toward the future. Even those who

have already suffered enrollment #nd funding losses estimate the future

with sanguinity. The administrators are sufficiently satisfied with
their recent tactics and strategies for recruiting new clientele,
adopting now programs, and meeting'staffing needs, to report no ea or
changes in activities beyond those already underway in 1974. Adjust-

ment, if any, will be more of the sic. By 'doing the same they expect

conditions to be better, and certainly no worse than at present.

Poc ives on the Ins ton's hole Are Needed

Given the public and political attitudes about higher education and
the great changes occurring in die typed and kinds of institutions
and agencies engaged in postsecondary education, the expectations of
presidents often seem unrealistic4 While it has been my impression
that state planners and coordinaters.are perhaps more aware of these
changed attitudes end conditions, they, like the presidents, also
Lend to stick with the status qud.-,, So .far few have rocked the boat
of complacency until a genuine crio arises from real budget cuts
by governors or a drastic'drop in ro llment occurs.

Higher education im unquestionably very important to the state for

improving the quality of 17i. f and the economic welfare of its citizens --

an importance which will 4ncrease rather than decrease in the future.
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Howevei, if the college-going rate is an indicator, what higher edu-
cat.ion now offers probably,meets the needs of only a minority ofeither

youth or adults. The new emphasis on postsecondary education reflects

this fact. Industrial, military and governmental training agencies,
proprietary. institutions, and a host of churches, social organizations,
and:labor unions now extend opportunities highly underestimated in their

number and mai resence and underrated for their educational contributions.

The changing institutional patterns,for,offering training and'educat,ion
are paralleled by an equally broad array of new means of delivery such

as audio and videotape cessettes and discs, closed and open circuit

TV, and'independentatudy. The potential of these means of delivery
by agencies other than colleges has as yet hardly been tapped. .

As enrollments drop or level off, staffs of higher institutionsseek
new constituencies to serVe--primarily'adult6 from all walks.oflife
as well as "low - income students.

If adults are successfully recruited to make up for enrollment declines
among the young in public institutions, the state must decide Vfio is to

pay the cost. Tn the past, most direct costs of extension and off-
campus courses were paid by the student; now, by giving resident credit

for such work, many state institutions bring these enrollments within
state-funding formulas for regular daytime students. Few states have

faced this issue directly, but the recession and inflation cause more
and more states to decide inancing responsibilities for adults.

Governors and legislators are aware, sometimes seemingly more acutely
than educators, that the climate and environment for postsecondary
education is in a volatile state of flux. They want the state; -level

agencies and the institutions to take a more studied and aggressive
stand on how and in what,dimensions each campus will fit into the new
spectrum of agencies and modes of education. What they really want

is probably.Empossible to provide in absolute detail. But what they

observe is that which is reported by the preeidenta-;-some tightening,
up on courses and prograMs and on number of faculty, but not -`much;

and a great deal of laissez-faire thinking about the future..

State pressures for better and more comprehensive long -gange planning
are undoubtedly going to come from the politicians and will= be directed

at the state:toordinating and planning boards. Individual institutions

will be caught in the intricate web of committees, k forces, and
special teams which-large-scale planning efforts a.t the state level

entail. Very few presidents will have well-thought-out ideas about the
future roles and functions that their institutions can perform-opti-
mally within the competitive postsecondary environment, and fewer still
will have 4;ctual plans to achieve their objectives. Thus, most insti-

tutions and campuses will be Vulnerable to the point of helplessness
to ideas and designs imposed On them by outside forces and agencies.
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An aggr usive, realistic planning mode is the best deTense a a nst
imposition from without of roles and programs for an individual insti,
tution. The tance requires new perspectives du the institutional
role in the wide spectrum of postsecondary, institutions and also new
data bases for providing more meaningful assessments of internal
operationsuand 6f faculty and student trends that bear on policy
issues.

A
Too, institutional research staffs and. Policy analysis groups, can
courribute substantially to the well-being of an institution by
aggressively pursuing with state agencies objectives and goalaJpacked
by datalbasediealism and imaginative analysis. State plans can then
support stroug_inatitutional plans rather thah initiate models and
procedures for imposing state-conceived priorities. An institutional

)-

planning vacuum invites state intervention and.domination, whether
through a state plan or ad hoc decisions. A well-thought-out plan
based on, realistic assessment ofan institution's strength'and potential
invites state support and cooperation rather than control-. At a minimum,
an institution ought to know more about its students, faculty, programs,
operations, and plans than the 'state agencies--a condition often
unvefffDedby current research.

re is not bleak for institutions and staffs that recognize
the -ends and take appropriate actions to-either-change a 9tend or
to respond its demands in meaningful ways. ..Analyses, plans and
action .be bywords if success is to be assured.
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OISLATIVM OVERSIGHT: A F©RME LEGISLAT'OR'S VIEW

Marshall S. Harris
Member of the glorida Hoard of Regents

.somiPlittle band- I know many of you ft participation

a number of settings. Several of you were

in Nashville five or sir years ago when we

handled a preliainary session in budgeting
for the Council of State Governments. This

was during a time when state governments

were first caning from` the Dark Ages..

eh4n some stets gowernmenta,fpr the first
time had the temority,to :acid° that the
governor's budget proposal ,was not sacro-
sanct, that you could actually amend itt
lie'Ve come a long way since then in state
government throughout, the Ration, end partic-

ularly in the'SREB states-

The strides have been enonnous and I think we are at that point in

the history of state government where we finally have most of the accou-

trenents that enable un to make intelligent decisions. We started,off

in legislatures talking about annual sessions. Most states in the South,

if not on annual sessionp, are now on somathing,closely approximating

annual sessions in terms of extensions or something of the like. We

started aiming at some sort of an increased staffing pattern and most

of the states have no built up staffs from virtaelly nothing to at
least what they deem to be an adequate staffing pattern to solve their

problems. And we have continued forward. I'm drawing this out only

because I think some historical perspective is important. I think the

subject we're going to disease; this afternoon is the next logical step

-in that process.

aid work here, some

eh tape there..

uppoped

this the way to

legislative popsy."

To many of you, legislative oversight sounds like a strange term and,

to many others, it's probably a tern] the definition of which we're

going to disagree on But my concept is that the legislature,-haVing
gone-down this trail which has cost them a lgt of state dollars in

terns of improving their,owa ability to- set policy for the state, and

having forced upon their own membership a great deal more in terms of

sacrifice in time and in brain power, now are sitting back and saying,
"You know, we ought ba be accomplishing more in terms of setting policy.

We ought to be in a pesition to be more content with our "work at the

end of the session than most legislators presently are"

I think that legislative oversight is by and large an answer to that

discontent. Let me tell you what I mean., It's hard'to take away from

an individual legislator his right to go off on any tangent that happens



to aute hiumi i rsteal) ar, for shen Ileddy MacKay (Florida State
Senator) and I nerved together to th. li uess,we went off on a tangentll "amedlamt padding ", We fou Cheat.,#. the state ursiversity
system there were some coot sea in whisk the prefessor.didn' t think the
studamt would show up and the etude:It had 4rs understand/lig he wasn't
expected to. The university eye tern wee funded for those, people. We

solved'the problera. We wrote a provision into the appropriations bill.
lie shi_lted. hale that Maey 10413 /pint and placed limitations on how many
of those students in those types of coutrses could be enrolled and for
how tam credits and at what Potat theta axed its stopped earning state
dollars, We solved that problem beautifully. The problem with solving
that problem was that I had a gnawing asapicien that I had devoted one
legislative aeSsion (arid ve really had) to that single problem in higher
education, When I got finished with it I lea lly felt that it was sort
of 'poll quicksand. I had solved the ptoblera contained in that
package and had dropped it out there as so lved and as I turned
and walked away it slowly sank into the quiek.sand--covered 'up as if I
had never beam there at all.. And I cart .t tell you how many times similar
experiences such as that have happened to other legislator

So it Boca, piece by piece, am attack Oa this position, an attack on
that position, some little'bit of band - id walk in this area, some bit
of Scotch tape in this area - -and out of this we're supposed to imagine
this is the way to set legislative policy. Nonsense! We're not setting
policy! As a matter of fact, what we ars 4dolos is what is 'natural for
legislatures to doso react to apecitic abuses as they come up, with no
pattern to it. Buddy and I--when ve looked at enrollment padding
had a pattern. It happened to be that that booked like a fearful waste
of money. And it was but you see, the point _An, it wouldn't matter
how you took the money out of the system, Your basic policy is that
you' re going to xemove some Toomey from the system. And the real issue
should be : Can the system perform with that .uuney removed? To what
degree does it per less vitally Mats it would if the money were
retained in the system? And to pick apart a piece at a time does not
give you any coher'ent framework at all,

Now I chink that an intelligent legislator, should be puzzled by this
dilemma, and I've got to believe that moot of you are either puzzled
by it right flow, have been puzzled by it in the last little while, or
the majority of you are going very soon to ee puzzled by it. Probably
you' re going to start searching for how you dcv solVe that problem.
How do yoe2 devise a system that iall.ews the legislature to do what it' s
really supposed to do, set the broad general policy guidelines for tiler
state? Row do you get collective judgment on the issues to be examined
and then stay with those problems until you solve them in the fashion
that collectively you decide is apptopitete? lhat'sr where the issue of
legislative oversight is vitally important.



isyetew for

t lacrt red last. spring to the Michigan legislature. They adjourn_

Mehl an'alesialature for a day. A number of the Michigan

it Wasn't worth a day's adjournment, but nOnethelass they

came in and listened to ma on'the subject of legislative oversight..

One of the reasons they didn't think it was worth the day'," adjoarn-

Sent to hear se was that I 'suggested a syiteu that I thought Wade

abundant good sense--and since it wasn't their system, they didn't

think so. I suggested that legislative oversight, if it is going to

be performed, is not a function that can be performed by the money

committees of the legislature. The money committees of the legis-

lature, goodness knows, have enough to may grace over just in deter-

,mining. bow the,fundwwill be appropriated for the forthcoming budget

cYcle without going back to see how well the funds previously'appro-

priated have, in fact, been expended. In most states the money

comnittees smke all the major decisions. The thing that's wrong with

that la that they don't have enough time to. look at the decisions

they've already made. All they can do is look at the declaims they

expect to make for the forthcoming budget cycle.

I suggested,, to the Michigan legislatOrs that they ought to go the way

some states have started to travel, namely, staff the major substan.-,

tkve committees and give those substantive comnittees the oversight

function." By that I mean, let them have the-responsibility, in

their area, for examining the path that prior legislation has already

tann: What has been accomplished? Is it doing what was sought?

Now I understand that you have discussed the Wisconsin system, where

contract form is a way of benchmarking so that you can-,.look back-

Programmatically they look at problems in such a way that

ter ein.kinde of results are guaranteed for the expenditure of certain

amounte of dollars. How you decide to do that is relatively immaterial.

The Wisconain model is.not the only model'in an oversight review. "There

are all sorts of models that could be used.

The important thing in oversight is that you:havO a model that you

agree on collectively. I suggested to the Michigan legislature that

it would be appropriate for the cam4ittee chairmen of the major sub-

aten.tive committees to collectively decide those Major substantive

iseuee they wish to examine in the forthcoming eff-season. In other

words, immediately beyond the adjournment they would sit down and

say, "Okay, this is what we did; DOW which of these items do we wish

to keep track of intimately? Which do we wish OD see in terms of how

th:- affect whet's going on on the outside?" And they could collectively

assignments from that bundle of decisions to each of the substantive

ittees. Vow that gives you,aome great advantages. Those.of you who

are Appropriations or Ways and Means chairmen in your respective states

and who = have constantly had legislative colleagues snap at your heels

claiming they really are not in the big tent, now can say, !Tine,

yeu were not it the big tent (the Appropriations Committee) because



you really didn't ask, to be there. 'hie gives you a way to be

theme. And, by the way, that's true. you give, a job to the

Education Committee for Instance, that committee can to a large

degree determine th; pplicy of the legislature about that specified
phase of higher educat n because they've got, under my theory, a

staff, they've got the 11-time membership of that committee, and

they've got a single charge.

Now I say this is a,,good way to proceed because everybody knows What

everybody else is doing, everybody knows which comnittees are assigned

which fields of responsibility. It's a good way to oeasure committee

dhairmen. The way I leek at the problem, you assign important tasks
to' that committee and all the committee chairman has to do is foul

up one time and then he is in some Jeopardy of removal. Now maybe

your system wouldn't allow him to be removed, but most syatems would

give at least the flexibility' for him-to be denigrated to a position

where we didn't even have to give him an assignment in oversight in

the future, knowing he couldn't perform it. Once you did that and

once your oversight function achieved the status I think it can,

pretty soon there wouldn't be very many,people willingly wanting

to be known as being on the committee that did not even have enough

ability to perform an analysis of a program alre'ady in'place. ,And
this has a number of other great. benefits.'

One of the Major'problems which I see now fter switching.hats from

a member of the legislature to the Board of Regents Is that we are

constantly being .'`potshot," Constantly we find people picking a
littlepoint here and a little point there. I Recently we had a

i,gentleman say it's unfair to spend a quarto of amillion dollars
to hire counsel in order 'to represent the ard. oLkegents-in the

collective bargaining issue. (We have a net collective bargaining
law in Florida and we have yet to have our first election in that
area.) But there was a legislator who made a big "to-don'out of
the level of expenditure that we had undergone as Regents to hire
competent counsel., Well, it turns out he wasn't really on track;
his figures-were a little wrong andWe think we could defend the
issue, but you know something we found out in the course of it?

We found that, unbeknown to anybody, we had ended up paying not
only for the expenses of our counsel, but included in those expenses
was the reimbursement for his,dritiks. Naturally this didn't come'

.
off too well because moatof the people don't think that state money
should. be paid to reimburse your attorney for what he happens to
consume at the bar! So we ended up a little red-faced. But again,

according to Representative Melvin, I said, "Jerry, that was a
great accusation, and luckily you had something that you finally

sunk into that was flesh, but when you get finished with it, was
it worth (other than to yourself and your own hoe, district) the

damage.? Would it not have been far_better had you picked up the

phone and said, 'Marshall, have a suspicion you're reimbursing

for some improper expenses.'" Of course, he didn't know that at
that.time,he didn't. know until after he'd made his charge that a

quarter of a million was - spent.
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rlatora continue to-make these kinds Of "potshots" executive

they're not going to-be at all interested in .s cohesive

h policy is set. ''You knowi it'e.a rathet contagious -

in this state we'Ve'done right well with our legielature

to "sniff out,' ,Im the last .couple of yeatiVe4e'd0me

close to, impeaching two state-wide elected'officials and-two-jasties

our Supreme Court who'resigned rather than face impeachmidt.': dim

her, state-wide elected official was at that point until we Managed

polish him offiby the elective process. That's a Very very enta-

-steal kind of vir6s.

When you serve in a pasition,where you're getting to that kind of Meat,

you may to yourself, that's what a legislature ought to be doing. And

that's right. The legislature has that responsibility. But it can't'

do only that sort of thing. Every single thing.the legislature does

cannot be of the quality of virtually impeaching somebody or of discov-

ering a scandal.

Policy_ Statemen vs Piece:Meal Decisions'

Somebocdy, someplace has to ,be= thinking coesistentlyebont What is the

broad policy we're trying to effect., And I Suggest that you utilize

the system that' Michigan had already discarded when I suggested it,

and that most of you may discard as well, or any:other Systai (because

mine is Just my Idea), ,But, if you do come up with a system you,will

at least have accomplished one thing: Instead 'of: turning over a rock

every once in a while, 'you'll be harnessing"your energy to plowing

a straight furrow, and when yoU look back dawn the field you won't

see a 'few overturned rocks; you'll see i straight line.' YOU'D:knew

where you are and where you've been.' And you'll be able'then to go

back to your electorate and point that out.

Now that's not easy to'sell. It's much easier to make the kind of

public statement that.results in discovering that the Board of Regents

paid for reimbursement of some alcoholic beverages of its counsel.

And, the fact of the matter is, that is what gets people elected.

My problem with the way.i see the legislature it) that that's all it

ever does. .It goes around doing that (and I was just as guilty of

Lt - -as I've indicated by our enrollment padding scandal--as anybody

else was). Now sitting on the.other side of the table I say to myself:

the'tegislatnre as a Tolicy arm really isn't detotinghe enargy,to
policy-Imaking that it should. Between you'and.me, if the Board of

Regents wants to find out what the legislature intended, it-does not

go to a policy-position paper that thelegislature puts out ati4

result of a review of 4 program by a substantiVe Committee. liost=

Often, we pick up a phone and -we, call a Bob Graham (Florida State

Senator, Education Committee Vice Chairman).- More often than not

Bob manages, through his own particular expertise, to get into the

Appropriations Act those tittle goodies that only he understandS.:



Tha not the wad a legislature should formulate policy. It should

do it by collective judgment, by leaving a furrow behind-it, by pro-
ducing a document that is its'statement of policy on that issue, so
that at a future date you can repair to that statement. So.that at
a future time the legislature could point and, say: "In the yeat 1976,
the legislature set the following policy as a result of an examination
of a program previously enacted and reviewed by the committee on, higher
education (or the tammittee on business regulation, or whatever field
it might be)."

t.

I know it's difficult to ima lee that individual legislators would ever
desire to so submerge their particular personalities into a unified
cohesive product that they might buy this idea,'but let me say this:
if you did, you could get much greater cooperation from executive agea-
cies because they would at least know what the substanttve committee
intended that year in that committee, and you could address yourself
to it. You could get rid of hundreds of bills because you could
eliminate most bills over a period of time if they ran contrary to
what was the unified policy,decision of the legislature.

Half the time people introduce legislation id most legislatures not
because they think it's a good bill,pbut because,it does have
appeal back home. If it were introduced in the face of a policy
statement to the contrary, it might be more embarrassing to intro-
duce it than the P.R. value backjiome actually turned uplor they
individUal legislator. I don't knew eh-out you, but just to wade
through 3,000 bills each year (and Florida cut that number down from- -
5,000 - 6,000) is terribly time-consuming. But, if after a committee
sets & policy in an area and then the ehairmanof the committee sayi,
Well,.Mt. Jones, your bill speaks to an issue we discussed two years
ago, let's, consider it in view of the policy expressed then to see
if we wish as a committee to recommend changing that policy." I

think after a while Mr. Jonedrmay start to read the Policy statements
before he introduces a bill. Just in paper alone itimay be a worth-
while idea because it will save a ton of money. .

Lastly, and I just want to throw this idea out as a general idea
because I happen to believe you all do want to lea an imprint on
the sands of time, I'd like to know from you why it is that most
legislatures have not adopted a policy which would enable them to
leave-documents that were the collective jud-ent of the legisld..
ture at that point in time so as to both guide future legislators.-
and to else measure what programs are accomplishing. I can't for
the life of me.see why you don't do that, but then I was there, and
I didn't do it either!


